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Republicans Fold on Border Measures with New Spending
Deal 
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On Sunday, House Speaker Mike Johnson,
together with Senate leaders, announced a
new $1.59 trillion spending bill aimed at
avoiding a looming government shutdown.
Contrary to everything House GOP
firebrands have been promising, the
measure does nothing to address the
ongoing chaos on the southern border. We
discuss the official reasons Republicans are
agreeing to this deal and if it’s become
apparent that Johnson is no different than
ousted House Speaker Kevin McCarthy. 

Other stories included in this show: 

@ 11:50 | Jeffrey Epstein’s brother went from believing the official story that his brother committed
suicide to realizing that the government killed his brother. 

@ 22:18 | The Biden White House has been bragging about the latest surprisingly good jobs report, but
— as with all things this administration says — the truth is not what we’re told it is. 

@ 32:52 | TNA Senior Editor Rebecca Terrell joins us to discuss how the people of South Dakota
announced before the beginning of the 2024 legislative session the measures they’re determined to
pass in order to preserve their property rights. 

RELATED 

Read “Congressional Leaders Announce Spending Deal in Attempt to Avert Shutdown”

Read “U.S. National Debt Surpasses $34 Trillion”

Get in touch with a local John Birch Society coordinator HERE and get plugged in to the fight to restore
America.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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